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WINDS OF CHANGE
DOES HALACHA ADAPT TO MODERN TIMES?
SHIUR 6

- THE HUMAN FACTOR IN PSAK AND THE METHODOLOGY OF CHIDUSH
rsbk iufn

A] HOW OBJECTIVE IS HALACHA

uknrt c,hnkn us iy c,hnk cy :ahek ahr rnts 'gna t,

1.

:jhe ,unch

In a number of places, Chazal make the statement - ‘tov lemeitiv tan du’ - a woman would prefer to be married (even
under difficult circumstances) than remain single. Is this a sociological observation of their times or a halachic reality
independent of social context?

2.

This has absolutely nothing to do with the social and political status of the woman in antiquity. The chazaka is not based on
sociological factors but on a [verse] in Bereishit “and your desire shall be to your husband” ... It is not a psychological fact, it
is an existential fact ... To say that ‘tav lemeitiv tan du milemeitiv armelu’ was due to the inferior political or social status of
women at that time is simply misunderstanding the chazaka ... Not only the halachot but also the chazakot [of our Sages of
blessed memory] introduced are indestructible. You must not tamper, not only with the halachot, but even with the chazakot.
For the chazakot spoke ... not upon transient psychological behavioral patterns, but on permanent ontological principles
rooted in the very depths of the metaphysical human personality, which is as changeless as the heavens above

“Surrendering to the Almighty” - an address delivered by Rav J.B. Soloveitchik to the Rabbinical Council of America in Nov
1975 - printed Jewish Press Oct 16 1998, p32 (my emphasis)

Rav Soloveitchik was of the view that this principal is an existential halachic fact, not a social comment. Note - this is
NOT the only approach to ‘tov lemeitiv’ and the agguna issue.

3.

Objectification reaches its highest expression in the halacha. Halacha is the act of seizing the subjective flow and converting it
into enduring and tangible magnitudes. It is the crystallization of the fleeting individual experience into fixed principles and
universal norms. In short, halacha is the objectifying instrument of our religious consciousness, the form-principle of the
transcendental act, the matrix in which the amorphous religious hylo is cast.
Halachic Mind - Rav J.B. Soloveitchik Part IV:1 (p85)

We will see below however that this does not necessarily mean that Rav Soloveitchik viewed the halacha process as an
entirely objective one

/// tnkg ohhenu t,hhrutc vc kf,xn ab rc 'tnkg trcu t,hhrutc kf,xt tuv lhrc tasue

4.

:txe vnur, ,arp (,una) c lrf rvuz

The principle of the objective reality of halacha is connected with a mystical idea found in the Zohar that the Torah
pre-existed the world and Hashem used the Torah as a blueprint for the world. As such, Torah does not reflect the world
but rather the physical world is a reflection of the reality of Torah

B] ‘PESAK’ AND 'PESIKA’

5.

Hora’ah is comprised of two elements: pesak and pesika, respectively. The former refers to codification, the formulation of the
law pertinent to a given area; and it is most characteristically manifested in the adoption, on textual or logical grounds, of one
position in preference to others. As such, it is, essentially, the concluding phase of the learning process proper, whether on a
grand or a narrow scale, and its locus is the bet midrash.
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Pesika, by contrast, denominates implementation. It bespeaks the application of what has already been forged in the crucible
of the learning experience to a particular situation. It does not entail the definitive postulation of the law governing a
delimited area or its detail, but, rather, the concurrent and coordinate meshing of all aspects, possibly drawn from widely
divergent spheres, obtaining in a concrete situation. Its venue is, publicly, the bet din or, privately, the meeting of inquirer and
respondent. It does not necessarily demand of the posek that he take a stand or break fresh ground. Its challenge lies in the
need to harness knowledge and responsibility at the interface of reality and halacha.
The Human and Social Factor in Halacha Tradition Magazine 36:1 p3-4

6.

.... the cogency and legitimacy of a "human" approach to pesak, appears, to many, problematic. They would have us believe
that the ideal posek is a faceless and heartless supercomputer into whom all of the relevant data is fed and who then
produces the right answer. Should this standard not be met, the shortfall is to be regarded as a failing, the lamentable result
of human frailty .....
On this reading, the process of pesika, properly conceived and executed, bears no semblance to an existential encounter
between seeker and respondent. It entails, rather, the application of text to problem, the coupling of code and situation. This
conception does not necessarily preclude reckoning with the specific circumstances of the question and questioner, as these
may very well be part of the relevant objective data. The prevailing tendency, however, would be to dwarf this factor; and as to
the human aspect of the meshiv, that would be obviated entirely. He, for his part, is to be animated by the precept that "we do
not have mercy in judgment," and hence, to pass on the merits of the issue with imperviously stony objectivity.
Purist proponents of this approach often cry it up as the "frum" view of pesika. In reality, however, this portrait of a posek is
mere caricature, limned by those who, at most, kar’u ve-shanu, but certainly lo shimshu. As anyone who has been privileged
to observe gedolim at close hand can readily attest, they approach pesak doubly animated by responsibility to halacha and
sensitivity to human concerns. The balance between norm and need may be variously struck. There certainly are ideological
differences among poskim over how much weight to assign the human factor ..... In principle, however, recognition of this
factor is the rule rather than the exception
ibid pp 6 ff

C] FLEXIBILITY, SUBJECTIVITY AND PLURALITY IN HALACHIC DECISION-MAKING

7.

…while, of course, for the committed Jew, halakha, as a normative order, can never be superseded by external pressures, a
specific halakha may be flexibly applied and, in a sense, superseded by the internal dynamics of the halakhic system proper.
And this, in two distinct, albeit related, ways. The first entails recourse to a phalanx of factors, of human and social import,
which affect decision as acknowledged halakhic elements. At the apex stands, of course, pikuah nefesh, but other factors,
local or general, of lesser gravity, also abound. These include physical and psychological pain, financial hardship, social
harmony, and human dignity, sensitivity to any or all of which can affect pesak measurably. Yet, while the modus operandi
concerning these factors - the measure of a posek's awareness, how they are defined, and how liberally they are applied may be of crucial practical significance, they do not constitute, philosophically, the heart of our problem. For their inclusion in
the halakhic equation means that, even at the formal and technical level, two supposedly identical situations are, in effect,
not identical at all. Our primary concern is therefore the second route - the latitude allowed a posek for differential decision
even when all things are indeed, formally and technically, even.
That latitude is grounded in the pluralistic aspect of halakha. The halakhic order comprises three distinct tiers. There is, first,
an ideal, and presumably monistic, plane, the Torah which is ba-shamayyim. It is to this that the gemara in Bava Metsia
alludes when it ascribes to the Ribbono Shel Olam a position with respect to an issue in taharot. There is, as the final stage,
the definitive corpus, the genre of the Shulhan Arukh, which, having decided among various views, posits - again monistically
- what is demanded of the Jew. Intermediately, however, there is the vibrant and entrancing world within which exegetical
debate and analytic controversy are the order of the day, and within which divergent and even contradictory views are equally
accredited. The operative assumption is that, inherently and immanently, the raw material of Torah is open to diverse
interpretations; that gedolei yisrael, all fully committed and conscientiously and responsibly applying their talents and their
knowledge to the elucidation of texts and problems, may arrive at different conclusions. License having been given to them all
to engage in the quest, the results all attain the status of Torah, as a tenable variant reading of devar Hashem: "Both these
and those are words of the living God."
ibid p 10
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It is this concept which undergirds the legitimacy of recourse to minority opinions bi-sha’at ha-dehak. Inasmuch as these
opinions are not simply dismissed as erroneous but procedurally rejected ... they are very much alive, held in reserve where
they can be culled from the shelf in a crisis. In effect, the principle of "Rabbi So-and-so is worthy of being relied on in exigent
circumstances," states, that while a given view has been accepted le-halakha, as part of our third tier, in an emergency we
envision ourselves back at our middle tier, sans decisive resolution, and hence as authorized to heed another view. Moreover and this is no less remarkable - under the pressure of circumstance, we are not bound by the general directive of sfeka
de-oraita le-humra, but are entitled to follow a lenient minority.1
This license raises obvious questions. How liberally and by whom can it be exercised? From how far back can discarded shitot
be extracted - from the mishna, the gemara, rishonim, early aharonim? Which views, if any, might indeed be treated as error,
and on what basis? At the practical plane, these issues need to be clarified, but that task lies beyond my present scope. Here,
I content myself with an account of the principle and its rationale, as a manifestation of concern for the human and social
element within pesika.
It is sometimes thought that the Rav was opposed to this approach. To the best of my knowledge, this assumption is primarily
based upon a page drawn from Ma Dodekh Midod in which he emphatically rejects the notion that psychosocial elements are
factored into the halakhic process and affect its course. Several sentences in this vein are admittedly sharp and sweeping.
And yet, careful examination of this tenuously balanced passage reveals that its primary thrust is not denial of human
considerations but insistence upon the autonomy of halakha. Commiseration is acknowledged as a legitimate factor
stimulating the posek's quest for a solution but is barred as a component of the halakhic process proper, once that has been
set in motion
ibid p 11

9.

These are immanent questions, to be honestly and conscientiously confronted; and surely we have no right to demand of a
posek, almost as a matter of moral and personal right, the most comforting answer. The notion that "where there is a rabbinic
will there is a halakhic way" both insults gedolei Torah, collectively, and, in its insouciant view of the totality of halakha,
verges on the blasphemous. What we do expect of a posek is that he walk the extra mile- wherever, for him, it may be harnessing knowledge and imagination, in an attempt to abide by his responsibility to both the Torah with which he has been
entrusted and to his anguished fellow, whose pangs he has internalized. For insensitive pesika is not only lamentable apathy
or poor public policy. It is bad halakha. To the extent that kevod ha-beriot, for instance, permits a "violation," be it of a
de-rabbanan injunction, actively, or of a de-oraita, passively, failure to act on that principle undercuts a spiritual ideal. The
Rav was fond of quoting the Chafetz Chayyim to the effect that interruption of keriat shema, where enabled, mi-penei
ha-kavod, was not permissible but mandatory.
Human dignity - the Rav would have preferred the term, "human sanctity"- is hardly a neutral matter. Poskim, especially in
the modern era, are often reluctant to invoke broad axiological hetterim when they can construct more narrowly based
decisions, in which local and possibly technical factors are more prominent. Pesika can congeal into pesak, and a decision
issued, with trepidation, in light of special circumstances, may then enter the halakhic world as a precedent. The danger is
particularly acute at a time when many, within and without the pale of commitment, seek to pounce upon every such pesak in
order to promote an ideological agenda. We should realize, however, that such reserve may exact a practical and educational
toll, as awareness of certain values and their place within halakha may become jaded. Be this as it may, we can recognize the
position of the human and social factor within halakhIc decision as firmly secure. And, were visible evidence necessary,
surely, the two greatest poskim of our generation, Rav Moshe Feinstein and Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach z.t.l., are prime
exemplars
ibid p 13-14

10.

In this respect, one factor is, however, critical: the degree of self-conscious awareness which a posek brings to his encounter
with extraneous considerations. Where that level is low, the danger of distortion is great. A talmid hakham needs to examine
himself and his situation candidly, to ascertain that whatever cultural forces, possibly unknown to predecessors, he confronts
and perhaps absorbs, are filtered through the prism of his Torah personality and do not simply seep through the pores of his
semi-conscious being
ibid p 12

1. This position is subject to halachic debate and not universally agreed upon
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D] THE ROLE OF CHIDDUSH IN HALACHA

hcru 'ivfv hxuh hcru 'vhbbj ic gauvh hcru 'xuberuv ic rzghkt hcr iv uktu htfz ic ibjuh icrk uhv ohshnk, vanj ////
hcru ///// vpy sctn ubhta shx ruc xuberuv ic rzghkt hcr - ijca vbun vhv tuv /lrg ic rzgkt hcru 'ktb,b ic iugna
ghrfn vhba ;fc xuberuv ic rzghktu ohbztn ;fc ktrah hnfj kf uhvh ot rnut vhv tuv /rcd,nv ihgn lrg ic rzgkt
rzgkt hcru ovng ;t xuberuv ic rzghkt hcru ohbztn ;fc ktrah hnfj kf uhvh ot unan rnut kuta tct /okuf ,t
okuf ,t ghrfn vhba ;fc

11.

j vban c erp ,uct vban

The Mishna in Avot contrasts two styles of Torah greatness - R. Eliezer, the sealed cistern that never loses a drop, and R.
Elazar b. Arach, the ever-flowing spring. The Mishna consciously refuses to decide which of these is more valuable

'h,gna ovk rnt vrag oh,a 'vfux ,ufkvc ,ufkv ohaka uvuktau 'iuhkgv khkdc ,caa rzghkt hcrc vagn :ibcr ub,
tka rcs rnuk hbu,eezv :ovk rnt - ?vgunav hpn tkt ibht lhrcs kf :uk urnt //// /h,gna tk 'ovk rnt rag vbuna
okugn hcr hpn h,gna tka rcs h,rnt tku ///// /h,ucr hpn h,gna

12.
/jf vfux

R. Eliezer represented an aspect of Mesora which was rooted in faithful transmission and not innovation. He would
never say anything in Torah which he not heard from his Rabbis

vhv aushj vn :ovk rnt /ihghepc gauvh hcr hbp khcevk ufkva tnxj rzgkt hcru veurc ic ibjuh hcrc vagn :ibcr ub,
aushj tkc arsnv ,hck rapt ht 'if hp kg ;t :ovk rnt /ih,ua ubt lhnhnu 'ubt lhshnk, :uk urnt ?ouhv arsnv ,hcc

13.
/d vdhdj

R. Yehoshua however champions ‘chiddush’ in halacha

rzj ////// jhfuh vz curj - h,unf vfkv ot :ovk rnt /ubnhv ukche tku okugca ,ucua, kf rzghkt hcr chav ouhv u,utc
kfc u,unf vfkva rzghkt hcr kmt ofk vn :vrntu kue ,c v,tmh /ujhfuh ohnav in - h,unf vfkv ot :ovk rntu
lhrc tasue shcg htn :vhk rnt 'uvhktk i,b hcr vhjfat ////// !thv ohnac tk :rntu uhkdr kg gauvh hcr sng !ouen
/hbc hbujmb 'hbc hbujmb rntu lhhj te :vhk rnt - ?t,ga thvvc tuv

14.

:yb tghmn tcc

Rabbi Eliezer here famously tries to bring the most objective truth (G-d) to the halachic process by bringing a proof for
his opinion from a Bat Kol. This was totally rejected by Rabbi Yehoshua who insists on the right of the human posek to
apply a human (and by definition more subjective) approach

tuv h,unas o"caru ,"r arhpu - ,upxu,) tuv h,una rzghkt hcrs ouan ////gauvh hcrf ihaug uhv rzghkt hcr ka uhnh kf
(htna hshnk,n vuvs ubhhv

15.
:z vsb

The rejection of R. Eliezer rooted in his origins in Beit Shammai. R. Yehoshua came from Beit Hillel

uvk tfhrymt /(kupkpc r,uh ssujn vhva ///// har) /ohrv reug vcru '(vcrv ,u,hhrcc hec vhva ///// - har) hbhx ;xuh crs
/thyj hrnk ihfhrm kfva 'osue hbhx :uvk ujka ?osue ovn vzht ohrv reugu hbhx :o,vk ujka 't,ga

16.

/sx ,ufrc

Later, within the scope of accepted normative halacha, these too approaches are represented by ‘Sinai’ and ‘Oker
Harim’
The Netziv, in his Kidmat Haemek has a fascinating analysis of the ebb and flow of chidush vs mesorah over the history
of the Jewish people through the dynamic of AISH-DAT. Aish is the process of radical chidush and Dat is the process of
masoretic transmission. For a summary of the Netziv’s thesis see http://www.hashkafacircle.com/journal/R3_RS_AishDat.pdf
E] CHIDDUSH -VS- SHINUI

okugk ekj uk iht ohcuy ohagnu vru, ushc aha hp kg ;t vfkvf tka vru,c ohbp vkdnvu //// rnut hgsunv rzgkt hcr
:tcv

17.
th:d ,uct

Perverting the course of halacha is the most serious of sins, for which one loses one’s place in Olam Habah!
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Judaism allows for chiddush, innovation, but not shinuy, change. Despite this emphasis on tradition, Judaism is not frozen in
place [see Halakhic Man, Part Two]. Minor practices, such as the design or color of a synagogue’s parochet, can change easily. Rules
that are more rigid must also respond appropriately to changed circumstances. Someone committed to the mesorah must
inquire of his rebbe muvhak to learn when and how to change practices while remaining within traditional attitudes and
patterns of behavior.
Just like science progresses, so too halachah advances. The midrash states, “There is no day in which God does not innovate a
halachah in the Heavenly court” ( Bereishit Rabbah 49:2). Similarly, Yalkut Shimoni (Shoftim 49) explains the verse “Yivchar elohim
chadashim” - they chose new gods” (Judges 5:8) as “Yivchar Elokim chadashim”- God chooses new, that God appreciates
Torah innovations. The Rav would often say that Judaism allows for chiddush - innovation, but not shinuy - change. [See Halakhic
Mind, n. 98; And From There You Shall Seek, p. 108.]

Not every chiddush, however, is acceptable. Tosafot (Pesachim 50b, s.v. ve’kam) note a contradiction between two Talmudic
passages. The gemara in Pesachim (50b) states that one should learn Torah even without the proper motivation, because
from doing so he will eventually arrive at the proper motivation. In contrast, the gemara in Berachot (17a) states that he who
studies Torah with the wrong motivation would have been better off never having been born. The Netziv (Meishiv Davar 1:46 and other
places) resolves this contradiction by explaining that learning extant Torah without issuing a new ruling or an innovative
interpretation is certainly permissible, even a mitzvah, regardless of motivation. After all, he is learning Torah. However,
chiddushei Torah, creating new interpretations, requires the proper motivation and, if done with the wrong intentions, is
spiritually poisonous because the practitioner biases his judgment toward his personal desires.
The Netziv continues that this applies not only to new interpretations but also to innovations in practice. When one performs a
mitzvah, even with improper motivation, he has at least performed an incontrovertible mitzvah act. When one creates a new
practice, however, if his intention is not entirely proper then there is nothing by which to establish the practice as a mitzvah. It
is not a mitzvah act but a subterfuge for an agenda.
Rav Herschel Schachter - Jewish Action Vol 71 #2; see http://www.ou.org/index.php/jewish_action/article/76593/
F] INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DRIVES TO CHIDDUSH

19.

Though the Torah is God-given, halacha is neither static nor stagnant; rather it demands human involvement. Active study and
participation in deriving the halacha from the Rabbinic sources are fundamental components of the halachic process. These
endeavours often produce unexpected conclusions - this is the essence of chidush.
A variety of factors, both internal and external to halachic texts, drive intellectual innovation. Every legal system inherently
requires study and interpretation, which lead to incremental changes within the law. As more study occurs, further
understanding of and approaches to the law are developed and, ultimately, the law undergoes more change. Partly as a result
of the religious responsibility to study and understand Jewish law that is embraced by its adherents, Jewish law has undergone
an intensely deep and broad investigation and exploration. Jewish law contain a large corpus of complex laws, including
ambiguous and inconclusive primary texts, and a multiplicity of approaches to understanding its concepts. Against the
backdrop of these and many other factors, the posek seeks to understand and apply the law..... External factors that drive
chidush include changes in society, technology and economic conditions. As reality changes, the principles of a particular
halacha must be analyzed again and appropriately applied to the new situation.
While poskim universally aim to explore the concepts behind rules, their approaches differ. For example, when faced with a
contradiction - between two sources, among several commentaries, or between practice and law - poskim exhibit two primary
approaches: “harmonization”, where a posek re-reads the text(s) to minimize and resolve contradictions, and “ruling” where
a posek simply accepts one opinion over another. Of course, some poskim stake out a middle ground, at times using each of
these two methods, leading to a more complex understanding of the law

Innovation in Jewish Law - A Case Study of Chiddush in Havineinu (Michael J Broyde 2010 Urim Publications pp133-134)

20.

Clearly, interpretation is inherent within halacha; it is a necessary and natural process, not a conscious, unbounded act of
modification
ibid p136
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21.

From There Shall You Seek - Rav J.B. Soloveitchik p108

